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Domaine naturiste Le Mas Chouchet (Chambre d'hôtes, Gîte & Camping)
Le Maschouchet
87120 Eymoutiers
Phone: 0655 875414 / 033974747357
info@lemaschouchet.com
www.lemaschouchet.com
Lat: 45.680012
Long: 1.731704

General
Area for tents
Area for caravans
Number of rooms: 2
Number of accommodation with individual sanitary integrate (shower, washbasin, toilet): 1
Number of accommodations with collective sanitary facilities (Sanitary block): 1

Food & Drink
Breakfast options
Communal meals (one or multiple times a week)

Miscellaneous
Dutch spoken
English spoken
German spoken
French spoken
Singles welcome
Pets allowed

Facilities

Sauna
Lake (suitable for swimming)
Finnish sauna
Jacuzzi
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